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Reinforcing customer loyalty every step
of the way
Optimal Solutions Integration Inc. operates in a highly competitive business environment. It provides software and IT consulting services to leading businesses worldwide.
The need to differentiate itself from its competitors is constant and must be applied
to every facet of its business. For example, it knew it had to provide its customers an
exceptional sales experience. But how? By implementing the SAP® Sales OnDemand
solution, it improved staff collaboration for faster, on-target responses.
into our deep expertise in real time,” he adds. For
example, sales reps can reach out to principals to
get the insights and answers ahead of the competition. And by using workflows to ensure every action
item is completed on time and with the highest
quality, they earn trust.

“Our sales organization is extremely fast paced
and performance driven,” explains Sam Sliman,
president at Optimal Solutions Integration Inc.,
an award-winning leader in SAP software–based
business transformation. “Given our highly competitive environment, we have to differentiate by
delivering exceptional service and value throughout the sales process.”

As a result, Optimal is closing more deals faster.
If its consultants aren’t working on projects, they
cost the company money. So every time SAP Sales
OnDemand helps accelerate a sale, it’s money to
the bottom line.

To this end, Optimal implemented the SAP Sales
OnDemand solution. “It helps us win more deals
faster by enabling people to collaborate and tap
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Revving up sales effectiveness
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Good enough is not enough for a high-performing
business like Optimal. “We’d been using Salesforce.com
for nearly six years, and we thought it met our needs
until we heard about SAP Sales OnDemand,” explains
Heather Davis, vice president of national accounts
at Optimal. “We were blown away, quite frankly. SAP
raised the bar in terms of our expectations.”
Optimal’s management team saw the opportunity to
bring together the company’s fragmented customer
data into an on-demand solution designed to make
salespeople more effective – not just automate processes like pipeline reporting. “By providing a single
environment for managing all sales-related information and activity and by enabling real-time collabo-

ration between all sales team members, SAP Sales
OnDemand empowers our sales teams and practice
leads to work smarter and close more deals,” explains
Davis.
At the same time, Optimal can step up its game from
a customer experience perspective, wowing customers with the kind of high-level teamwork, efficiency,
and expertise that Optimal has always been capable
of during project delivery – but couldn’t showcase
consistently throughout the sales process. And Optimal’s salespeople gain more control over and insight
into the sales process – something they couldn’t
previously do to the level they wanted.

“We wanted to make salespeople more effective – not just
automate processes like pipeline reporting.”
Sam Sliman, President, Optimal Solutions Integration Inc.
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value at a lower cost
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After comparing SAP Sales OnDemand to
Salesforce.com, management decided it was time to
make the move. “SAP offered so much more value –
and at a significantly lower total cost of ownership,”
explains Sliman. “We could centrally manage and
track the entire sales process – and because of the
lower cost per seat, we could afford to have practice
leads use it as well to collaborate on opportunities.
Support for mobile devices and mobile apps further
enhance the solution’s value, ensuring that our salespeople would remain productive no matter where they
are. It was clear that SAP Sales OnDemand was built
from the ground up by and for sales professionals.”

In addition, SAP Sales OnDemand offered a more
intuitive, engaging user experience, combined with fun,
powerful social media functions that keep everyone
up-to-date on opportunities. In addition, SAP Sales
OnDemand fully integrates with Microsoft Outlook.
Adds Davis, “We’re heavy Outlook users, so we knew
that having a view built in to Outlook where people
can create accounts, opportunities, and more would
be a huge time saver.” Finally, Optimal plans to eventually integrate SAP Sales OnDemand directly with its
SAP software landscape. For example, it will be linked
with the SAP ERP application, where customer contracts are stored. On-premise integration would also
streamline project ramp-ups, saving time and money
because consulting resources could be deployed faster.

“The fact that SAP Sales OnDemand is available through the cloud
was a real bonus for us. We could get a huge step up in terms of
functionality and value – and the scalability, easy deployment, and
hassle-free maintenance of an on-demand solution.”
Sam Sliman, President, Optimal Solutions Integration Inc.
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Executing swiftly with a hassle-free,
on-demand solution
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Optimal completed the implementation in just four
weeks – including a massive data cleansing and
standardization process. “We had nearly 6 years of
data – 52,000 customers and 200,000 contacts –
to aggregate, clean up, and standardize before bringing it into SAP Sales OnDemand,” notes Davis.
Once this was done, the rest of the deployment went
quickly because of the on-demand nature of the solution. “We could run our sales solution in the cloud
but still securely integrate with our on-premise SAP
ERP application – and strike a cost-performance
balance optimized for our business challenges and
opportunities,” adds Sliman. Optimal recommends
engaging key users early in the process so that they
can be coaches for colleagues and model rapid
adoption.
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Enabling real-time collaboration and
faster access to back-end data
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“Our salespeople wanted more control over and
insight into the sales process, and we wanted them
to be more efficient and effective,” states Sliman.
“SAP Sales OnDemand delivered on both fronts,
providing the intuitive, real-time collaboration, deal
management, reporting, and analytical tools needed
to increase the velocity of our sales processes.”
Whereas before, collaboration occurred through
e-mail, now all communications and exchanges
occur within SAP Sales OnDemand. People go to one
place to sell, connect with their teams, get updates,
access customer and competitor information, and
more. Native integration with SAP ERP and other
software will provide them with fast access to quotes,
sales orders, contracts, and invoices.

Leveraging built-in reporting and analytics, executives, managers, and salespeople can run tailored
reports appropriate for their roles. For example,
managers can quickly run reports to view pipelines,
see progress, and check if salespeople are updating
accounts and opportunities. Because all data is
centralized and standardized, everything is available
in one click.

Traditionally time-consuming activities, such as
requesting a quote or finding the right person to help
on a deal, are much faster and easier, enabling the
sales team to spend less time chasing information
and more time selling. They can also stay productive
while on the road – for example, by using secure,
network-connected mobile devices to perform sales
activities while traveling.
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52,000
Customers
managed using
SAP Sales OnDemand
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Selling faster and more effectively –
right from day one

Why SAP
Implementation
Solution
Benefits

Thanks to the solution’s superior user interface and
Microsoft Outlook integration, Optimal has realized
high user adoption. States Sliman, “By providing a
single environment for managing all sales-related
information and activity, and by enabling real-time
collaboration between all sales team members, SAP
Sales OnDemand empowers our sales teams to work
smarter and faster and to close more deals.”

Future plans

For example, now salespeople come to the table
knowing more about each customer’s business and
how to help them achieve their goals. Collaboration
functions enable Optimal’s sales teams to better
align with other teams and customer-facing roles,
such as practice leads; they can work with sales
teams to help ensure customer needs are fully defined, scope projects correctly, develop accurate
proposals for solutions that meet client needs and
will deliver expected value, and more.

“SAP Sales OnDemand is a perfect complement to our existing
SAP software landscape, enabling our sales teams to easily tap
vital data from on-premise applications while providing the cost
and convenience benefits of a cloud-based solution.”
Sam Sliman, President, Optimal Solutions Integration Inc.
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Taking sales and
productivity to new
heights
Optimal is looking forward to integrating SAP Sales
OnDemand with its extensive SAP software landscape. “The tight integration with SAP Business
Suite and other SAP applications – and the accurate,
real-time, end-to-end visibility this affords – will enable SAP Sales OnDemand to deliver significantly
more value at a much lower monthly cost,” states
Sliman. “We’ve just begun to realize the full potential
of our investment.”
For example, automation and tight integration with
other SAP applications will save people time, give
them fast access to 360-degree customer information and insights, and help accelerate complex
workflows associated with project sales. As a result,
salespeople will be able to spend more time in front
of customers – and less on administration and prep
work.
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